
ABC 

A a B b C c D d E e F f

G g H h I i J j K k L l

M m N n O o P p Q q R r 

S s T t U u V v W w X x

Y y Z z



ABC 

I my me mine myself

You  you your you yours youself

We  we our us ours ourselves 

They they their them thiers themselves

He he his him his himself

She  she her her hers herself

It it its it its itself



ABC 

When

am are is 
do, does,  

did, 
have,  has

I, you, 
we, they, 
he, she, it

Where

Who 

What

Why

Which

Whom

How



ABC 

Can can I, you, we, they, he, she, it

Will will you, we, they, he, she, it

Shall shall I, we

Should should I, you, we, they, he, she, it

Would would I, you, we, they, he, she, it

May may I, we

might



ABC 

What

can I can you can he can she can they can we

do I do you does he does she do they do we

did I did you did he did she did they did we

shall I will you will he will she will they shall we

would I would you would he would she would they 

should I should you should he should she should they

When

can I can you can he can she can they can we

do I do you does he does she do they do we

did I did you did he did she did they did we

shall I will you will he will she will they shall we

would I would you would he would she would they 

shoul I should you should he should she should they

Where

can I can you can he can she can they can we

do I do you does he does she do they do we

did I did you did he did she did they did we

shall I will you will he will she will they shall we

would I would you would he would she would they 

shoul I should you should he should she should they

Why

can I can you can he can she can they can we

do I do you does he does she do they do we

did I did you did he did she did they did we

shall I will you will he will she will they shall we

would I would you would he would she would they 

shoul I should you should he should she should they

Who

can I can you can he can she can they can we

do I do you does he does she do they do we

did I did you did he did she did they did we

shall I will you will he will she will they shall we

would I would you would he would she would they 

shoul I should you should he should she should they

Which

can I can you can he can she can they can we

do I do you does he does she do they do we

did I did you did he did she did they did we

shall I will you will he will she will they shall we

would I would you would he would she would they 

shoul I should you should he should she should they



ABC 

Do do 

I I

Do do 

not

don't

You  you You  you 

We  we We  we

They they They they 

Does does 

He he He he

Does does doesn'tShe  she She  she 

It it It it


